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Advance Mission-
Critical Capture with 
One Powerful Platform  
See how the market’s fastest capture 
platform tackles ultra-high volumes 
Overhaul the pesky performance issues plaguing your productivity and 
throughput. Blast through high volume expectations with the market’s 
toughest capture software that offers impressive inline intelligence at 
unprecedented speeds – ibml Capture Suite.
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Introduction 

Overhaul Your Capture Performance
Rising Overhead Costs… Stricter Compliance… Complex Documents… Sluggish Speeds… 

Sound familiar? If you’re struggling with these issues, it means your organization isn’t reach-
ing its true performance potential – and valuable information isn’t getting into the hands of 
decision-makers as quickly as it could be.  

Why not accelerate your document capture once and for all?  

It’s time to reach new heights with your scanning abilities while saving more than ever before. 
Up your game by harnessing a highly intelligent and robust document capture solution that 
delivers efficiencies and process improvements far greater than any other on the market. 

Meet Capture Suite. With its game-changing inline intelligence and intuitive user 
interface, Capture Suite puts you in a prime position to:  

Scanners, Email, Mobile,  
MFP, Fax, Digital Files

Image Enhancement,  
Classification, Extraction

Quality Control, 
Validation

EMC Connectors, Connectors to 
Other Capture SW, XML, PDF

Get maximum operator productivity with efficient quality assurance  

Centralize management of your capture platform

Achieve greater ROI with predictable payments, no surprise fees

Standardize your enterprise document capture platform to 
simplify user support 

Support any brand of TWAIN or ISIS compatible scanners or 
other  digital sources 

Ensure highest document security with proper chain of custody 

Benefit from improved accuracy and speed with the world’s 
fastest capture application

Discover the difference. ibml Capture Suite.

Input Recognition Processing Output

!

Analytics: job monitoring, alerts and reports
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 Streamline scanning 
with an intuitive 
operator interface 
featuring easy-to-use 
controls:

Getting Started 

Make Fast Capture Affordable and Easy
Are you struggling with mounting software license fees and increasingly complex IT requirements?  

Simplify and save on all of it by harnessing a platform that is not only designed for speed and volume but also affordability and ease-of-use. 
Enjoy unlimited document volumes for structured documents, as well as the option to seamlessly integrate ibml Cloud Capture for the few 
documents that require advance capture capabilities. Forget tough deployments – Capture Suite makes it easy for IT to integrate down-
stream systems and manage entire infrastructure networks.

Save money by switching from pay-per-click capture to unlimited capture

Input   

Enhance Usability
Your operators need an intuitive, easy-to-use interface and highly secure access to achieve stellar throughput speeds with the highest 
possible accuracy. Give all of that to them and more with ibml Capture Suite. 

• Quickly create new batches and begin scanning  

• Switch easily between continuous feed and manual feed mode for difficult documents 

• Flag documents for rescanning  

• Rescan documents with ease  

• Edit document data (with the right permissions) 

• Fit, rotate and zoom in and out on images, among other options, to ensure quality

• Achieve optimum output by adjusting image settings on the fly 

 Reduce overhead and 
training with a smart 
on-screen wizard

• Guides new operators

• Helps administrators set up jobs easily

• Enables IT to provide support 

 Get a quick start   
with simplified         
job setup 

• Enable rapid job creation with rules- and actions-based job setup capabilities 

• Utilize job configuration tools, including a step-by-step Scan Job Setup wizard  

• Streamline the configuration of TIFF images and settings  

• View a history of all job changes and restore if needed 

Utilize a remote SQL database located in a  
central location to:

Pay for only what you needReduce overhead with remote 
scanning feature

Scan directly to a centralized 
location without affecting a 
scanner’s daily throughput 

Reduce the amount of  
hardware required at  
each location 

Improve security by limiting 
the number of databases 
vulnerable to cyberattack

With ibml Capture Suite, you 
only pay for software modules 
and functionalities needed, never 
anything more 
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• Drag and drop batches into the recycle bin or into multi-thread processes, allowing 
for continued scanner operation while batches are being deleted  

• Choose how to group batches for quick and easy navigation  

• Use configurable auto refresh option to keep the view current  

• Save filters and grouping to a custom view to quickly see batches that are important 
to your business 

 Stay productive 
while viewing and 
managing scanned 
batches without 
interrupting the 
scanning process 

 Ensure secure 
global access

• Use centralized authentication to provide a single login for secure global access to all 
Capture Suite applications 

• Customize access for specific users and groups, depending on security requirements 

• Manage multiple database configurations from one central point  

• Login using one of several methods: Windows authentication, ibml database 
authentication, or one-click login using the current logged-in Windows account 

• OMR (Optical Mark Recognition)

• MICR (Magnetic Ink Character Recognition) 

• Barcode recognition

• DocType (document type classification)

• Logo Detection

• ICR (Intelligent Character Recognition)

• IWR (Intelligent Handwriting Recognition) for cursive handwriting

Recognition   

Automate with Intelligence
Achieving highly automated capture with minimal human intervention has never been easier. With Capture Suite’s stunning inline intelligence 
operating at the fastest speeds on the market, you can be assured there’s no better way to get your work processed quickly and accurately.

Reduce the overall cost of capture 

Minimize manual errors and improve precision and accuracy 
by adding dynamic intelligence to the capture process with 
ibml DocNetics Recognition Modules

Includes powerful recognition engines for: 

Boost recognition and straight-through processing for checks with MICR feature for both US & EU checks

Benefit from an affordable pay-
as-you-go basis subscription for 
documents that need advanced 
capture capabilities 

Seamlessly scan and process 
limited volumes of unstructured 
documents to reduce the overall 
cost of capture software licensing 

Reduce manual intervention and 
provide high accuracy with a platform 
powered by machine learning and 
robotic process automation
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Processing   

Raise the Quality of Capture
Quality is #1 and without it capture can become a wasted effort. Achieve the highest quality and most accurate capture for downstream systems 
with automated quality control and validation steps to ensure only the best images are transferred to the next line of business applications. 

Reduce downstream exceptions by catching potential issues 
at the point of ingestion  

• Quickly review images of documents using an adjustable 
speed auto-scroll 

• Flag documents for recapturing 

• Redact parts of documents for security  

• Highlight information that needs attention 

• Import, rotate batches or individual documents 

• Search for specific documents by ID, type, or key data such 
as IJP, barcode or MICR information 

• Easily filter batches by date, job status, or operator 

• Automatically queue batches for review based on priority 

Validate and repair information quickly and easily

• Automatically performs database lookups to validate and/or populate other fields

• Checks barcodes, MICR data and OCR data

• Auto-routes items that require repair and presents them to operator

• Allows users to choose batches to validate on a job level, a queue of batches or by manually selecting a specific batch

• Enables users to quickly navigate the fields requiring repair

Accelerate processing turnarounds through faster data repair

Improve compliance by capturing validation statistics in Client Reports and Analytics

Quality Control

Validation
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Output    

Optimize Downstream Delivery 
With more ways to deliver captured images than ever before, there’s no shortage of possibilities on how to utilize, purify and harness your 
data for accelerated decision-making intelligence. 

FADGI 3 Star Compliance 
Requires a digitized image to be of high enough quality that the original source document can be destroyed.

Save money and time by sending images for testing and validating directly from within the Capture Suite platform, 
minimizing multiple different software touch points and improving productivity.

Manage images and data from your scanners and other 
sources to integrate directly into a wide range of systems 
including:  

• Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems 

• Workflow/business process automation systems 

• Image and data archives  

• Other data entry/automated data capture systems

Power through document volumes coming from multiple 
sources of input:

• Combine groups of documents into non-searchable PDF files 

• Combine groups of documents into a single multi-page TIFF or PNG file  

• Automatically import images and data from a watch folder or email server 

• Use metadata to apply business logic for processing batches  

• XML output Image Manipulation  

• Image output based on color detection  

• Automated document re-orientation  

• Overlay of a virtual endorsement on a page  

• Improve image quality with text smoothing and removing hole punches, borders, dog ears, unwanted lines, and noise reduction

• Automatically discard, backup or denote blank images  

• Increase OCR results with the ability to auto binarize and dropout colors  

• The ability to keep original images prior to manipulating the images  

Post Scan
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Analytics & Insights     

Get a Holistic Performance Overview  
with Advanced Reporting 
Gain a better understanding of the efficiency and effectiveness of your capture operations with robust analytics that offer a comprehensive 
bird’s-eye view into what’s really going on. 

Get a holistic view of performance metrics  

• Set baseline metrics 

• Quickly identify problems 

• Make operational adjustments and improvements 

• Measure the impact of changes 

• Push automated alerts via email to managers when 
performance falls below defined thresholds 

Make reporting easy   

• Harness easy-to-use report generation tools 

• Easily develop, manage, and distribute operations reports 

• Filter reports by time, dates, and other criteria 

• Store reports locally, centrally or push to any email address

Get insights into the bottlenecks of your 
capture operations across the enterprise

Security      

Safeguard Your Data and Documents  
with Airtight Security
Gain credibility with your customers and avoid harsh punishments by ensuring your document capture software helps you achieve 
compliancy with the following primary regulations: 

HIPAA - Health Insurance Portability 
and Privacy Act 1996

1 PCI-DSS - Payment Card Industry Data 
Security Standard 2004

2 FISMA - Federal Information Security 
and Management Act 2002

3

Others: Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)     |     Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX)     |     Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)

ibml Capture Suite Software Security 

Features regular third-party code analysis from Veracode, the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant leader in software code analysis 

ibml Capture Suite has achieved the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) code compliance rating by Veracode.*

*The OWASP code compliance rating from a reputable unbiased third party helps with application security risks and ensures major software vulnerabilities are being mitigated, 
reducing the probability of a data breach event.
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Robust Intelligence. 
Unprecedented Speed.

Everything You Need and More
to Accelerate Decision-Making 

Setup a demo or get more details

Corporate Headquarters
2750 Crestwood Boulevard
Birmingham, AL 35210
Main Phone: +1-205-956-4071
Sales: +1-205-439-7100
Fax: +1-205-956-5309

German Office
Line-Eid-Straße 3
D-78467 Konstanz Germany
Phone: +49-7531-36171-0
Fax: +49-7531-36171-23
Service: +49-700-462438722

UK Office
ibml House
3 Bridge Court
Wrecclesham, Farnham Surrey
GU10 4QE, United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 1252 962870

Email: sales@ibml.com
Visit: ibml.com

https://www.ibml.com/about-us/consult-an-expert/
mailto:sales%40ibml.com?subject=
https://www.ibml.com/

